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Utterances
Sarah Alcaide-Escue
velour {vəˈlʊər}
antlers to velvet , shed 		
veneer

of crushed seeds

soft bark—

origin of / toward
lang uage

		

of spindle roots

how to translate a bod y into a forest a peripher y
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gossamer {ɡäsəmər}
a strand of sheep’s wool catches in the fence
each breath a caesura tethers itself to passing shadows overhead
			;
negligees hang as memories hang in doorways in windows
		
membranous, arterial in the red-hue of city lights
stitched to
		hems

abattoir {ˈabəˌtwär}
a frequency of tremors
(

in the garden’s atrium
bodies of blown glass

the origin of tongues / knotted fascia as discarded nests
with blue thread woven into thistle-thick walls—
)
						
a cross-sectional
						
study of the heart

		;
this is how the moon mends itself
when warblers return
when the world is unquiet and moving again
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Prosthetics

Touch

Glen Armstrong

Kelly Martini

The mask changes my sweetheart’s voice and adds meaning to her forehead.
•
We both grew up with ashtrays and ice cubes. We learned to perfectly
wrinkle our noses by lifting our left nostrils and right eyebrows simultaneously.
•
Our fathers wrote poems about adolescent girls fiddling with the hems
of their skirts.
•
War changes people.
•
Maybe the naked man feels as if his clothes had conspired to bury him
alive. Maybe he leaps about to demonstrate solidarity to his ranine
brothers.
•

Full
lips
that
call
out
your
full
name
at
the
speed
of
electricity
in
hot
air,
they
lead
you
home,
fuel
to the
fire in
raw
dawn
hours.
Unleash the hidden burlesque:
hot, wet, dizzy enough from emotion and
boxed wine to dance behind the screens,
rattle the cage bars, steal the limelight
for a
minute, or an hour, or however long it
takes
to finish. Direct circumstances lack in
coherence but not intensity, paired apples
poisoned and meant to savor. I wanted you
from the moment your hand touched my
cheek, the stable skin grazing feverish
surface. Eyes, pulse, and pelvises all
drawn together: secret magnets in
this musical composition of flesh
desire among a skeletal affinity.

Night time. Sheet lightning implies that something is missing as it flashes
in the west.
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Ink and Shadow

Breathless

George Mylonas

H R Green

Hark the hymnal roars resound, drowning out this echoing
regret in such still cemetery air.
Dross churns malodorously in the sixth cistern. The clergy stir,
the clergy stir, chary. Now distrait, the bishop watches the gathering
crowd as the choir recants the coda. And the procession carries on.
The room is lit by a circular frame of brass spilling embers set
above in the rafters, “A Chandelier of Shades,” she explains. “They tend
to like it. It makes them feel at home.”
Her voice is raspy, her whisper pained. There are ashes on her
lips and her hair’s in ruins and yet somehow through all this she remains
tempered with her words. As if they’d been there, burning inside her
from the beginning.
She takes you by the hand and guides you through an archway.
There’s a breeze here, but no open channel. Through the stained glass,
the sky resembles the redness of infection. Clouds, swelling. The sun, a
sore.
“In here,” she says, holding back the door.
Inside, there is space enough for half the items contained
therein, and no more. Yet somehow the space has accounted for your
entrance.
“Let me just move this,” she says, lifting a tower of leatherbound books from a chair. “You two have a seat while I fetch my
needles.”
“Needles?” you say.
“For stitching– Oh I must’ve put them with the dolls.” She
hurries into an adjacent room through a hole in the wall.
While you wait the shadow of a cat meanders around the room,
ignoring you. It soon vanishes behind the empty birdcage in the corner.
You can’t hear anything that happens in the other room. Can’t sense her
safety, nor her danger. But you imagine. You imagine terrible things.
The feline lets out a soulful purr, one that echoes in the hollows
of your heart, and, you suspect, others’.
“It knows the chambers better than most humans,” she says,
returning with pins in her mouth.
“Here.” She hands you three. “Hide them. Don’t let anyone see
them. Don’t even speak of them. Hmm... Just to be safe... Give me your
tongue.”

You underestimate your depression. It wasn’t until yesterday
when you were curled on your couch under a heavy fleece blanket,
wrapped head to toe in its heat, that you realized you were actually
doing that. And what that meant. Depression is always familiar for
you, unimportant, like a long-known acquaintance at the bus stop. You
thought it would pass like it did before. You dealt with it, got through it,
ignored it.
Your moods—much like anyone’s—are tides. Happier moods
are like standing in the surf, the water a little cooler than the warmth of
your skin as it swells and recedes. Hundreds of shades of bright, clear
blue in the water and sky. There’s life and energy in the sounds and
smells. You can feel the horizon, humidity, and grains of sand. Salt water
drying on your skin.
Then the tide shifts.
Sometimes it comes slowly, creeping, like storm clouds brewing
on the horizon, but you turn your back, focus on the shore, and hope it
will pass. Sometimes it’s a squall, sudden and forceful. With the power
to fracture rocks and shatter ships on the shore. Regardless of its speed,
the feelings are the same. The sky darkens, turning blues to blacks and
grays. Waves that lapped at your calves now swell around your thighs,
grabbing at your hips and pulling you backwards. The movement in the
water unsettles your footing. The relentless push and pull of the waves
draw you deeper. You try to swim against it, but the tide has you. You
know that, just beyond the breakers, the sea floor drops as the rocks
form the edge of a sharp cliff. The tide pulls you towards that edge,
further and deeper and stronger than you.
You fight against it because you know that darkness. What it
feels like. Where it leads. Sometimes when you fight you break through
the surface, most times you manage to keep your head above water,
keep your body on the ridge of that cliff just long enough for the tide to
push you back to shore. But sometimes it’s just too much, and no matter
how you fight, if you fight, it pulls you deeper. Your head slips below the
surface, your body caught for a breathless moment between its natural
buoyancy and the suction of the current.
As you’re pulled deeper, the pressure, the darkness, the
coldness builds. You can’t move. Can’t cry out. Can’t see. The pressure
pushes against your eyes until that darkness forces itself in. There’s pain
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Three Poems
rob mcclennan
as the pressure builds in your ears and cuts out sound. That pressure
pushes against your sides so tightly that you can barely take a breath,
even if you wanted to drown. You give up. You let go. You will your body
to force out your last breath because it’s not happening fast enough.
And that’s the problem: you can’t move up or down, you can’t command
your instincts. Perhaps your inability to drown is your body’s worst
betrayal. Thoughts are all you have down there, thoughts and pressure
pushing out any conception of light or warmth or safety or life. Any
memory of them.
You underestimate your depression. It wasn’t until yesterday
when you were curled on your couch that you realized you were actually
doing that. And what that meant.

1.
A string, tied
down to earth. February sun, compared to music. In full view
of the nightly plow.
2.
To bury, nature. Sketch out in a notebook. The altitude,
an accumulated thirty centimeters. Echoes,
blooms to black thread, white.
3.
An immortal
stillness, gathers. Somewhere, light is filtered. Somewhere,
a thin form, mostly paper, melts
beyond the snowy limbs.
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abandoning

Lost Girl Poems

Morgan Sears-Williams

t. l. penn
1.
little lost girl learns to hold her breath,
doesn’t feel herself drowning.
dying makes her feel something close to beautiful,
current swirling hair into soft, wild halo,
the world all muted screams and
shafts of light piercing clear blue like heaven.
doesn’t notice hell creeping up her ankles,
slowly snaking up her legs and pulling tight.
2.
little lost girl washes ashore much more lost,
not knowing how or when or why
things got so out of handhow her face could shift and swirl before her,
a puzzle missing half its pieces
still trying to cram itself into the same picture.
not knowing why
she let anyone hold pieces of her
she hadn’t even known were there, until they weren’t.

archival darkroom print, 5” x 5”

A collaborative process of self-making between the artist and the Toronto
Islands. Upon developing, these double exposures were re-emerged into
the surrounding waters, dirt, ground, air, sun, and sand of the Toronto
islands for them to make their own mark on the emulsion.
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3.
little lost girl climbs to the top of the world,
toes the edge of a canyon
somewhere between home and oblivion.
lets warm hands peel back her paperback mind,
an open book written in braille.
knows it’s dangerous letting fire dance so close,
not caring about her tendency to burn.
unable to see herself bleeding
through sick rose-colored glasses.
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Faith, Hope, Etc.

Celluloid Pictures Living: 13 Phantasies

Howie Good

Nicholas Hayes

The next time you’re caught in a really bad place – the kind of place
where people are always asking each other, “Oh why can’t they get
that baby out of the ground?” – take some frequently used verbs and
combine them in a bowl with Hindu magnet incense, a bit of forgotten
history, brain fluid, and warm dog’s breath, and then let the mixture sit
for 20 minutes, after which you should be able to see a faint glow up
there, see it coming over the hill, women wearing sky blue T-shirts that
say “Quaker” and waving signs that say “Love.”

A puff of wind catches James Dean’s jacket. The red waxed cotton rustles
and the zipper combs across the bare skin. Teeth pull at the dry edges of
cigarette burns, but quickly slide over the oozing centers. He scratches
these wounds letting his fingers press past the subcutaneous tissues into
his potassium nitrate innards. Moist cellulose leaks out and dribbles
down the firm belly and around the knob of his hip. His stares at his
damp fingers and wonders if it would be safe to smoke.
*
Brandon Lee in a whiff of smoke is the mirror of his father, twitching
with electrodes attached to his pecs. It is as if he could convulse into
being. Blind with mascara and hobbled with vinyl, Brandon seems to
exist for a moment before fading in the slow wind of a languorous
ceiling fan.
*
Kurt Cobain is excited to see that he has received a box of chocolates
from his sweetie. He pulls the sleeves of his cardigan up and grabs the
heart shaped box. He tears into the cellophane and flips the lid to the
ground. Inside he finds a smaller heart shaped box. He tears into the
cellophane and flips the lid to the ground. Inside he finds a smaller heart
shaped box. He opens boxes for days. Eventually as the boxes approach
atomic dimensions, the monotony becomes crushing. And such is the
way of love.
*
Robbie Benson’s voice escapes on feathery wings. The sun-kissed waif
runs after it. His feet rustle the long grass. He squints as it climbs in the
radiant azure sky. Sweat runs down his slender chest dampening the
band of his fraying jean shorts. He makes a valiant attempt to call it.
Nothing comes out, but silence. His heart loses its rhythm. He might as
well open his chest and repair it.
*
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Corey Haim is just a boy, submerged in bubbles. Free-basing night
encroaches on the bulging white space that surrounds him. He pulls his
hand to his face and makes a bubble beard. In the next comic panel, his
vampire brother waits for him to bloat and crack. But in this square, he
seems to be at peace.

pedal. The engine won’t turn over. The world becomes patched together
by the fibrous, etheric tissue. The horizon becomes distorted like a
fucked-up face. The boy keeps kicking, hoping the engine hasn’t flooded.

*
The phone is ringing. Bryan Silva has six seconds to move himself across
the room before it all repeats. His flat face has the stern determination
of a Victorian heroine. He is Catherine attempting to echo the sound of
assault rifles. Six seconds ends, and he returns to where he began. What
does it matter if he can’t answer Heathcliff’s call since that fufu lame shit
he ain’t with. The phone is ringing.

Joey Stefano stands on a red upholstered chair. Gilt bleeds over the
mirrored walls in jugular jets of faux rococo. The Tyrolean colored carpet
is soaked with gold. Putti jump from the shallow liquid. The winged faces
nip at his bare calf with sharp baby teeth. His heart races as he faces
impending doom if only his Prince Charming would ride in with a little
horse.

*
Yukio Mishima wanders in a twilight garden. A nightingale sings in the
underbrush hiding its mousy plumage from the glare of a yellow street
light. Shadows suck their teeth in an effort to distract the young body
builder from the rose and chrysanthemum strewn path he circles. He
looks for the source of the flowers, never realizing they stream from his
bisected gut.
*
Simon Rex kneels on the carpet. His knees chaff against polyester
fibers. His lean belly barely moves as he breathes. Puka shells pull tight
against his throat. He sees himself reflected in the TV screen and feels
both excited and scared. But how else to feel when Attila –the Scourge
of God– ransacks your parents’ pantry, sifting through the flour and
ice trays looking for hidden loot? The hun’s mouse skin cloak drags
against the floor, and the family terrier tentatively follows it smelling
the uncured hides. In this moment, Rex has never felt so alone. His
capitulation is his solo show.
*
Keanu Reeves sits on the back of an idling motorcycle. A leather jacket
hangs heavily on his shoulders. His gnarly chest scars pour down his
body, distorting the seat and gas tank of the bike in a transparent keloid.
The scar begins to pour across the desert as the boy leaps on the starter
18 | Tiny Spoon

*

*
Sal Mineo smokes a cigarette while straddling a low cement barrier.
The red waxed cotton jacket feels bulky and stiff on his shoulders. It
is warm. His arms jut out from main zipper like a roach’s legs from its
carapace. The sun has not risen but light smudges the eastern horizon. It
is calming to know that the end of the world has waited until dawn, that
nightmares have remained in their cribs.
*
River Phoenix waits by the side of a road. Two trees in the distance
slowly bend and grow away from him. He doesn’t know what they are
trying to escape, but year after year the bend further away. He leans
on a motorcycle whose engine he can’t turn over. The leather seat feels
cool in the day. He’s been on this road, or one just like it, or maybe this
is the road that goes around the world. As the sun sets, he sighs. He
pulls a red waxed cotton jacket from the saddlebag bag. He has wasted
another day on the road. But the time he has wasted has made the road
important.
*
James Duval is locked out of his room. He lets his yo-yo fall to the
ground. It flashes light as it rolls across the parking lot. He doesn’t notice
as it spools into the big abandoned ghost town that surrounds the
motel. Frantically, he beats on the door, hoping his friends let him inside
before dawn irradiates him. The planet’s a goner. Perhaps we can only
survive by shooting tadpoles at the moon.
Tiny Spoon | 19

Infinitum
Les Zig
i.

Bob stormed from Eve’s house and clambered into his tan Ford
Laser sedan. He dumped his phone into the change compartment, and
started the car. She’d message now, start the inevitable to and froing.
He switched on the radio – Howard Jones’ “Things Can Only Get Better”
blared at him. Ha!
On the bypass, peak hour traffic thickened. Bob checked the
rear-view mirror. Another ‘91 tan Ford Laser sedan drifted behind him –
a coincidence, but always a kick to see a clunker like his own still out on
the road.
Bob’s eyes narrowed. The car was more than just like his own.
There was also a big tick-shaped scratch on the hood, the grille was
similarly dented, and it had the same askew registration: BOBBOB – his
registration.
The car wasn’t like his own. It was his car.
His mind raced. Was this a joke? Or maybe something more
sinister? Identity theft perhaps. Bob snorted. He had nothing worth
stealing.
Bob sped onto the freeway, but the other Laser accelerated
alongside him, the driver a silhouette through the tinted passenger
window. Wind funneled around them, a blurry but inescapable vortex.
“Hey!” Bob said. “What the hell?”
The passenger window lowered. Gaping back at Bob was
himself.
ii.

Bob stormed from Eve’s house and clambered into his tan Ford
Laser sedan. He dumped his phone into the change compartment, and
started the car. She’d message now, start the inevitable to and froing.
He switched on the radio – Howard Jones’ “Things Can Only Get Better”
blared at him. Ha!
On the Bypass, peak hour traffic thickened. Bob checked the
rear-view mirror, then lifted his gaze. A car pulled into his lane in front of
him: another ‘91 tan Ford Laser sedan – a coincidence, but it was always
a kick to see a clunker like his own still out on the road.
Bob’s eyes narrowed. The car was more than just like his own.
It had the same dented bumper and cracked right brake-light. The
20 | Tiny Spoon

registration read BOBBOB – his registration.
The car wasn’t like his own. It was his car.
His mind raced. Was this a joke? Or maybe something more
sinister? Identity theft perhaps. Bob snorted. He had nothing worth
stealing.
He followed the Laser onto the freeway, accelerated, swerved
into the adjacent lane. Other motorists honked him. He pulled up
alongside the duplicate Laser. Wind funneled around them, a blurry but
inescapable vortex.
“Hey!” he said. “What the hell?”
The driver’s window lowered. Gaping back at Bob was himself.
iii.

Bob stormed from Eve’s house and clambered into his tan Ford
Laser sedan. He dumped his phone into the change compartment, and
started the car. She’d message now, start the inevitable to and froing.
He switched on the radio – Howard Jones’ “Things Can Only Get Better”
blared at him. Ha!
On the Bypass, peak hour traffic thickened. Bob checked his
rear-view mirror. A ‘91 tan Ford Laser sedan drifted behind him, whilst
another ‘91 tan Ford Laser pulled into his lane in front of him. He
chortled. What were the odds of that?
Bob’s eyes narrowed. The car in front of him had the same
dented bumper and cracked right brake-light. He checked the rear-view
mirror. The Laser behind him had a big tick-shaped scratch on the hood.
Both cars had the same registration: BOBBOB – his registration.
The cars weren’t like his own. They were his car.
The collar of his t-shirt tightened. Sweat beaded on his forehead
and his breath came in shallow gasps. This was impossible.
He followed the Laser in front onto the freeway, accelerated,
swerved into the adjacent lane. Other motorists honked him. The Laser
behind him sped up, flanked him, so he was now between the two.
“Hey!” Bob said. “What the hell?”
Windows rolled down. Bob was mirrored to either side – both
drivers were him, eyes wide, mouths agape. Wind funneled around
them. Bob’s mobile beeped. A message from Eve. His thumb hovered
over the phone. The funnel tightened and he choked for breath. He
deleted the message. The funnel shattered. Images of himself fell away,
like shards from a broken mirror.
He dumped the phone back into the change compartment.
And drove into the unknown.
Tiny Spoon | 21

Domine

Flattened

Eric Mayer

Jim Landwehr

When I was out there,
the water hose was overtly concentrated
on the mulch mound, but the curve
couldn’t help but struggle
against the freshly lacquered pavement.
Today the jury decides,
on a schedule of coincidence.
I’m closer to the mattress
then anything else, my colander & coffee machine
are in the press box, sketching the flower bed.
Guilt’s imposed by illustration,
knowledge is a blank wall you crest
going either way.
To earn each day our brushing teeth,
a toothbrush needs be employed
and its being electric
only wastes, doesn’t add, power.
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He looked at the flattened
toothpaste tube rolled with a
desperate attempt at getting
something for nothing but
you can’t get blood from a stone
nor paste from last week’s life
that was lived like there was
no tomorrow; well today is
that reality just like the
half-empty tissue box plays
a minor part in the bathroom
theater of his mometary cameo
on a gigantic fragile peanut M&M
with a thin but melting layer
of ozone and a molten center.
So he pours himself a cup of
afternoon clarity born on
a Nicaraguan mountainside
shape shifting from solid to
liquid during its journey from
south to north, then down
the hatch, rented then
expelled like a cheap date
giving bad directions home
and hoping for a kiss
but getting only a firm
handshake and a coupon
for tomorrow’s day old bread.
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The sensory exploitation theory of sexual
selection: an experimental screenplay
Jason Lee Brown
JUMP INTO:
A large, red WARNING SIGN flashes across the screen accompanied by a
loud, on-and-off, but mostly on, BUZZING NOISE.
A movie-trailer announcer narrates:
		
MOVIE NARRATOR (V.O.)
Warning! Anyone who suffers from or has a history of
microphobia, verminophobia, or parasitophobia should not view
this film without the attendance or written consent of your
physician.
The buzzing STOPS.
CUT TO:
INT. LABORATORY
A five-year-old BOY actor stares up at THE PROFESSOR.
In front of a marker board, the Professor holds a long, wooden pointer
in one hand and a green marker in the other. He attempts to explain the
sensory exploitation theory to the Boy.
		
PROFESSOR
To believe in the sensory exploitation theory of sexual selection,
we must also believe in the theory of natural selection, which
says that if a trait, such as a resistance to parasites or germs,
for example, increases an animal’s reproductive success, then
that trait should be favored in the competition for mates.

		
PROFESSOR
The sensory exploitation theory emphasizes that animals choose
sex mates using sensory systems that primarily have been
shaped to meet the daily demands of survival, in our case, the
resistance to parasites or germs.
The Boy is stunned, frozen-faced.
With his green marker, the Professor scribbles more nonsense to his
formula, trying even harder to explain.
		
PROFESSOR
According to this argument, females looking for potential sex
mates do so with a built-in receiver bias toward males that
sport the parasite or germ resistance trait, thus passing along
not only the trait but also the preference for the trait, therefore
amplifying its frequency in the population.
The Boy’s confusion turns to fear.
		
PROFESSOR
The human pinworm is a great example.
(turning around)
I have the film right here somewhere.
The Boy sprints to the door and out of the room SCREAMING for his life.
The Professor shrugs his shoulders in disappointment. He opens the gold
film container, pulls out the film. He loads the projector, flicks it on.
A LOUD CLICKING noise kick on, like a baseball card flapping between
the spokes of a bicycle tire.
ON THE WHITE SCREEN

The Professor points to the unreadable writing on the marker board. The
Boy shrugs his shoulders and head, totally lost.

Jumpy black-and-white, but mostly gray, numbers count down from 10…

		

5…4…3…2…BEEP…
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A burnt, grainy, and fading fifth-grade science film begins, narrated by
that all too familiar black-and-white, professional voice of a 1950s gradeschool hygiene and health film.
MULTIPLE CUBICLE SPLIT SCREENS OF
Wiggling human pinworms from egg to adult stages covering the screen.
		
HYGIENE NARRATOR (V.O.)
The human pinworm, Enterobius vermicularis, is a ubiquitous
parasite of man.
The egg stage of a human pinworm slides over the split screens.
		
HYGIENE NARRATOR (V.O.)
It is estimated that over 400,000,000 people are infected
annually.
A classroom of children huddle together for story time as the teacher
reads a book.
		
HYGIENE NARRATOR (V.O.)
Pinworms are entirely restricted to humans and are highly
contagious, especially in group-living conditions.
A hand stuffs a hard-boiled egg into a mouth, another hand stuffs
lettuce.
		
HYGIENE NARRATOR (V.O.)
Infections are efficiently transmitted within the cohabiting
groups by transmission of the eggs to the mouth by hands.

A diagram of the human digestive system appears.
		
HYGIENE NARRATOR (V.O.)
To explain: in the early morning hours while sleeping, the gravid
female, containing up to 20,000 eggs, migrates down the
digestive tract to the anus.
INSERT photo of an adult pinworm living in the small intestine.
		
HYGIENE NARRATOR (V.O.)
From here, she makes regular nocturnal migrations out of
the anus to the perianal region, where air contact stimulates her
into depositing fully embryonated eggs, before retreating back
into the rectum.
A hand furiously scratches the crack of an ass over a pair of boxers, then
under.
		
HYGIENE NARRATOR (V.O.)
The eggs become infective within a few hours and remain
infective for several days, causing an irritating and discomforting
itch around the perianal area.
A finger scratches a nose and the corner of a mouth.
		
HYGIENE NARRATOR (V.O.)
As unaware fingers scratch the perianal area, they will,
invariable, be contaminated with eggs, providing an unlimited
route to the mouth for re-infection, well on its way to
completing its life cycle.

A diagram of the life cycle of human pinworms appears.

We pull back from the fingers and mouth and a small office cubical to
see hundreds of cubicles in the same office.

		
HYGIENE NARRATOR (V.O.)
Hand to mouth. Hand to mouth. This transmission helps
complete a strange and contagious life cycle.

		
HYGIENE NARRATOR (V.O.)
It is for this reason that if one member of a group is infected
with pinworms, the whole group is infected.

26 | Tiny Spoon
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Dead Stag and a Front Door Key
Ron Book

The film sputters and almost stops, then returns to normal.
		
HYGIENE NARRATOR (V.O.)
Hence, the sensory exploitation theory: the reason partners are
genetically prone to search for sex mates who sport a parasite or
germ resistance trait.
The OFFICE CUBICLES MORPH back into multiple spilt screens of human
pinworms, in all stages of life.
Over the split screen, two hands casually shake.

Grey village of refugees, the
resting place of their bones.
Their stepped-upon path,
brown vines through black hollow.
Their forgotten song, the horn,
Sow-Whistle strangles.
The ancient black wing.
The metal sky curtains
tired men fingering
tapestries of coke-ash.
Forgotten by grass–
a bent key, a red door,
webs of iron, and the
small hand opening
a room of ghosts.
The headless carcass,
the old stag lies
in a weedy field,
its hooves pointed
toward Neptune,
its belly bursting.
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A mystery you find on dirt roads

Plain of Jars

Cheyenne Reimers

Susanne Thomas
And what are we? Funeral Caskets upright, above ground. Strung
like pearls across countless miles. Open, empty, mostly. Our burdens
examined, contents proclaimed. Unknowable. Open, empty. Sightless.
Ordinance all around. Temptation tempered with threat. Our mystery
deepened by distance and fear. And what are we? The leavings, the
remains of a celebration? A victory. Legends. A battle. Human-sized
containers of spirits and rice?

p

Were we used once, once for cheer and bright laughter, then left to
dust. For photographs to be taken as the people marvel at our size. And
what are we? Dotting the landscape. Mirror images of constellations.
Answers escape even the expert voice.
digital photograph

Proof so vague as bones and cloth found piled. Not in all, never in all.
Too sure, too real, best guess. And what are we? Do you know what
eternity feels like? The traders, the trade routes, clues to our being.
Not understood clues, hints. To tantalize, to drag, to pick and pull the
answers apart.
And we sit. Stone. Empty. Filled with dust and bones and memory
untapped. Expectant. Answers to be found. Knowledge gained. Waiting
to explore, hoping to be seen. We are.
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(lines for) Japanese Water Garden
mjb
caesarian land up for adoption
call for volunteers to tame nature
to satisfy the thirst for beauty
no feature too natural to be accommodated
will prick flowing memory lesions
drip on skins burns shoulder-drops
for newbuilt landscape
architecture mapped on origins
path looping east then coursing west
curved drainage channel runs down northwards
shoots through the parched channel
scant stepped terraces staggering to the water’s edge
weeds trickle skywards
reeds back ‘n forth caress air
rushes clog pond giving boglike and puddle
petals stretch open giving colour
flaring reds put out for nectar

out of urban packets
real wild journeys remain augmented by fakery
peripheral instincts tamed
military obedience guaranteed
nature brooks no corners
shoulders dripping
burns on skin
a light breeze commutes its sentence and polycanthus field energy ripples
to flow away is chosen by cracks
running from state of nature considered again

sunlights burst between corrugating trent barks
pond life awakening
skimming breathless
dragonflies’ energy bursts darting over surfaces
culicidae dance bloodthirsty
bee crawls shambolic lifeforce drained
in the afternoon
nectar leaking from the allium
air thickened in july stupor
drips burns
field fortified
evening falls through the wood
meets desiccated floor		
liquid moment
if beauty be this
we harvest false sensors
seeds cultivated into boxes
if only they’d grow taller
appetites whetted for sanctified sunday sojourns
can’t make a jungle
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Homage to O’Keefe
Marcy McNally
Bold and brash, exploding, pulsating,

dawn awakens, enveloped in the fiery arms
of Jemez mountain sunlight.
Rising chalk cliffs peak, hungry for the sky,
and endless mesas thirst, upward in cloud
and wind as Pedernal’s patina stretches over
high desert terrain with prismatic glow.

grounding and images simmer within wide arches
and corners rounded in pueblo design.
Stained glass windows cast mystic, mythic shadows
along earth-hued walls, beckoning me to wander
forever within the vibrant of orchid-strewn
pathways and land of enchantment dreams.
Her meteoric cobalt ashes linger as my imagination
throbs.

Her meteoric cobalt ashes linger, brushing
an eternal glaze over boundless, blue horizon.
Fragrant pinion coffee vibrant, hot, igniting
into volcanic lava, red and orange syllables
burst into flame, words scorch the pearl-white
blank page, my canvas yet to be painted,
brilliant or subtle, as shades and hues evolve
from skeletal cranium filled with ghost echoes
of Rio Chama.
Swelling center of oriental poppies, corporeal thrust
of calla lilies with engorged petal and stamen,
secret stories buried deep within, searching,
reaching for naked azure sky, raw, as crackling
creosote bushes tint the valley green.
I want to climb into cool sheets of canvas
and savor love, etching lines, and shapes
of body and form as you and Alfred once did,
passion bursting palette into paint panorama,
translucent words, transparent journeys,
as elemental, artistic alchemy surges through
my veins.
Ochre squares, solid beneath my feet, absorb
Saltillo clay tiles, rough and moist, primal,
as my visions soar through corridors of mud-adobe,
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Ruination
SJ Griffin
Every time my period comes I cry.
I cry because Mother Nature is scraping the pale pink paint off the inside
of my uterus. She carefully scrapes it off row by row as chips of paint fall
through the emptiness of my womb and circle down the drain through
my vagina. She makes sure I am completely barren, my walls are white
and empty, before She takes a sledge hammer to the rocking chair in the
corner, the wooden changing station, and finally the crib in the middle
of the room with the stuffed animal mobile dangling above it. I cry as
She breaks apart the wooden pieces and tosses them one by one into a
raging fire in the center of my uterus. Next She goes for the plush toys
and rose-patterned quilts and firm-but-still-fluffy pillows. She tears them
apart and makes the fire jump when She throws the shreds of fabric in
it. When there is not one molecule left in the room, the fire floods down
the drain and out of my vagina, too, and I cry as it burns through me.
I’ve been preparing this room for a month, and She comes like a tornado
to tear it all apart. I cry because I will spend the next month rebuilding
only to have Her come back and destroy it again.
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29 Things That Make Me Feel Better About
Turning 29 in Exactly 1 Week
Katie King
The shadows dancing around your face in tall rectangles on the wall on
fourth street.
How many times a day you pick your nose.
Your face upside down next to my face right side up.
The music that played the day after I birthed you.
How relaxing it felt to stay at her home last weekend.
The way you line up plastic letters around the house.
How your sweat reminds me of the six ferrets they said I had as a child.
I only remember two, one was eaten by the laundry.
I was listening to Radiolab, learned how 342 geese laid in a chemical
laden lake–
Assholes! All they left were their assholes,
Which became sponges,
Which sucked up the chemicals and tried to cleanse the water.
All they left behind were all their assholes.
What about me is important?
What about you is important?
What isn’t important?
Why didn’t you make a will?
Did you make one and she hid it– ohgod–
Did you know you were going to die?
Don’t you understand that I didn’t understand how to be grateful
because I never knew the difference? That speaks volumes about your
parenting.
Now that I do, what do I do?
Can you still see all my Instagram posts?
Is there any joy in my future?
Is that what you sent the bird for?
Are all these questions selfish?
How did you ever deal with me being so selfish?
Thank you for the elephant.
Did you hear they think I may have lupus? What the fuck mom.
Mom, what the fuck?
Mom–
Mom–
Mom, Elizabeth’s mom died too a few weeks later. She may be hurting
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3 bys, 5 eyes
more than I. Can you help her? Not that this is a competition. Hopefully
there aren’t bingo tables where you talk about which daughters down
there miss you the most. Ok, mom. Mom, don’t worry. Mom! I’m
hurting, ok? I’m hurting. Geez, you take everything so personally.
You are insane.
I can’t stand you–
I cannot stand you.
When I didn’t answer all those times you said you loved me you knew I
was just being weird right??
Being weird should be a sin.
Hey, thanks for coming to the house as a duck the other day. That was
funny. The bird caught in the house too. Real funny stuff, mom. You
think you’re a real hoot.
I thought you were a real hoot.
The only reason I am the way I am is because I was trying to prove I was
different than all you guys.
I know. You don’t like me talking about my childhood like it was anything
less than glittering.
I understand. I’m a mom now too.
Lots of glitter. Lots of glue.

Sarah Penney

mixed-media collage
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A Secret History of Books

Once, Removed

Dominique Hecq

M. J. Iuppa

New histories pop up in the present like new-year resolutions.
Today, I sit by the opening of this labyrinthine library between a dark
angel and his gossamer-clad acolyte.
What would be the best book ever?
No idea, says one.
The worst book?
On Re-reading, says the other.
Why?
Oh, look, sometimes I like a crisp white shirt to tuck into tweed
trousers, but I can’t bear the smell of mothballs. I tend to fall for velvet,
crepe, silk, brocade and satin, especially if there is a whiff of sandalwood
or original pipe tobacco in the air.
Best story?
A dream that lingers and catches you unawares.
I point my boat out to sea, clutching memories of life and love.
Sail nineteen miles. Return to the shore. Its slippery pebbles, white and
porous, soon grey with soot and red with rust: these bleed in trails of
flickering flames. Borges’s hair is on fire, I write. He says poets have to
remain with the concrete image. All language, I roll on, is abstract. Take
the word rock: it’s both more and less than an actual rock. He says all we
could ever work with is the experience of the five senses. I say there are
more than five senses. Thoughts, I say, are sensed and the movement
of thought is perceptible; there are pre-verbal and pre-conceptual
experiences. My skin is burning. Look, I snap, gesturing to the window:
hail / flung at us // drops of water / trickling down the glass // sleet
/ refracting / baubles of light // hung in the sky’s vault // rocks / firespiking // your mind’s birded flight. And equally ready to fly, says Borges:
words peck at your skull, their beak punctuating the long sentence
of memory on the page of your mind. Time quietly leaves the scene:
wind skimming over the surface of the sea like an infinity net, looping
your breath to its rock face with a single monochromatic brushstroke.
I extend my hand. Try to touch his darkness. Don’t cry for the moon,
he says. I climb the rainbow into the night desert and reach for a web
of stars. Take a leap of faith and fall in a poem that reminds me of
Wuthering Heights. I hear you calling. Calling. Feel the formlessness of
the wind scratch my heart, un-winding its chambers and its tributaries. I
drink the moon dry.
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January’s sun fills this frost-etched window.
I hold a cup of tea. It steams
in ceremony and I stare
with my stare that takes point of view seriously.
I could live gently here, but
kindness is complicated by
sparrows shuffling under eaves, like demigods
they can spell a season
into shambles
loose strand of hair, curl of breath
it snows.
it snows.
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Burn the Sage

Social Media Renga

Meghan Dairaghi

Online Collaboration

If only your head were a glass cathedral

1.

I would cup my hands like parentheses—
peer past the sharp pinch of empathy
into the hot glass that held you captive

Often, I throw paint at the wall
and run my fingers through the mess.
It’s as if the horizon as taken over the sky,
the ground becomes the moment in an instant,

at your altar.
the offerings of temporary refuge:
rolling paper, yellowed novels, bourbon
at your confessional.
The offerings of temporary sanity:
chalky pills, charred meat, bourbon, bourbon and—
your choir.
The offerings of temporary release:
cat-like shrieks - turns spines into curls of lemon rinds–
If only your head were a steel cathedral
maybe then the bullet wouldn’t have shattered your temple.

—a dislocation of
cloudless summer days spill into the lake;
sharp starfire pulses in the campfire coals.
2.
Ethereal plane that covers caverns and crevasses carved in rusted dirt–
We idolized pigeon spit and drunken men
pecking crumbs of the earth with their beaks of rusted clay.
The very same clay, they say, that made us all.
But without the crumbs, what is there?
Just birds waiting a solitude so profound they can’t hear themselves
squak and we can’t tell them it’s useless.
3.
Why anyone would do such a thing is anybody’s guess.
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